Adobe Creative Experience - Culture of creativity in Classrooms
“Creativity now is as important in education as literacy, and we should treat it
with the same status.”
With a purpose of raising the utmost significance of creativity in today’s
education, Adobe Creative Experience on 10th July’19 marked the selection of 1st
cohort of Adobe Creative Educators who received Creative Learning Immersion
Workshop with Ben Forta, Senior Director Education Initiatives, Adobe towards
digital and visual literacy, and understood the role that Adobe services and tools play
in the future of communication and storytelling.

The focus areas of discussion at Adobe School Summit:
 Quality in School Education – Role and importance of creativity in classrooms
 The Role of the Teacher
 Education Revolution through Technology Innovation
Team De Pedagogics played mentors towards creating collaborative projects with
focus on Creativity & Innovation, Creativity & Collaboration, Creativity & Diversity
and Creativity & Communication.
150 educators from all over India showcased ways they can incorporate Adobe tools
and technology to augment, enrich and support creativity in teaching and learning

experiences and presented to an eminent jury who then selected top 50 educators to
be awarded the status of Adobe Creative Ambassador on 11th July’19 during
ADOBE SCHOOL LEADERS SUMMIT & AWARDS 2019.
Themed as Celebrating Culture of Creativity, Adobe School Leaders Summit &
Awards, 2019 aimed to bring together India’s most revered school directors,
principals, policy makers and educators to deliberate and discuss new age skills for
future success of students and how innovative pedagogical reforms for better
learning outcomes and professional development of educators on digital tools is
crucial for quality education. It was a proud moment as Ms. Bhupinder Gogia,
Principal, Sat Paul Mittal School was invited as the leader.
After the intensive round, Ms. Monica Joshi(IT Head, Sat Paul Mittal School) was
awarded the Adobe Creative Educator and Adobe Creative Ambassador Award for
her presentation on the strand ‘Creativity and Innovation’ among 150 educators from
all over India and Ms. Saru Saggar was awarded the status of Adobe Creative
Educator.

It had been a great experience attending the Adobe School Leader Summit 2019
where we met many intelligent and sharp educators, experienced veterans
educationists, experts and specialists in various education disciplines. The summit
was very well organized and very successful. We fully enjoyed the two day event
aligned with interesting sessions and two panel discussions on the topics ‘The Art of
Experience and Blueprint of Creativity in Education from Policy to Practice’. The

sessions, delivered by Ms. Debjani Ghosh (President-Nasscom) and Ms. Mala (VP
& GM Creative Cloud at Adobe) had been very informative and insightful.
The Takeaways
 It doesn’t matter whether you’re an amateur or expert user of the Adobe Tools!
Once you walk into the Adobe Summit, you’ll be given an equal opportunity to
listen, learn, and contribute to the conversation.
 It’s time to embrace new developments and functionality enhancements
within Adobe’s Experience to take your teaching pedagogies to new heights!
 The right mix of creativity along with curriculum helps students to be innovative
and also encourages them to learn new things. Creative classrooms can really
transform the way students acquire education and how they apply it in their real life.
In fact, creative expression plays a key role in a student's emotional development.

